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1. Life Saving Award: Sergeant Brandon M Lenzi #2014, Officer Jason W. Reser #2487. 
Officer Stephanie J. Roberts #2433 

 In April of 2017, Officer Jason Reser was at the Quik Trip at 4730 E. Central when he heard 
a shooting dispatched on Patrol East. Dispatch said the victim was transported to the Quik 
Trip by a friend. Officer Reser located the calling party, JP and his cousin TO, who was 
unconscious and suffering from an arterial bleed caused by a gunshot wound to his right leg. 
Officer Reser asked for additional officers and began to apply pressure to the wound which 
was bleeding profusely. 

 
Officer Stephanie Roberts arrived and found Officer Reser standing at the front passenger 
door of the BMW SUV, which the victim occupied. Officer Roberts put on latex gloves and 
climbed into the driver’s seat and helped Officer Reser apply additional pressure to the 
wound which continued to bleed. Sergeant Lenzi arrived, donned latex gloves and helped 
Officer Reser and Officer Roberts apply pressure by pushing down on their hands. 

 
Medic 23 arrived and asked the officers to continue to apply pressure and actually had 
Officer Reser assist with initially applying the tourniquet to TO’s leg. TO was transported by 
EMS to a local hospital code red GCS of 3. Doctors repaired the damage to TO’s leg and he 
survived the sever injury. 

 
2. Life Saving Award: Officer David A. Cruz-Montesino #2493 
 Certificate of Commendation: Officer Andrew E. Jansson #2426, Nick W. Jones #2521 

In September of 2017 Officer Cruz, Officer Jansson and Officer Jones responded to a cutting 
on East Bayley. Upon arrival, Officer Jansson observed a disturbance in the street, and as he 
approached an individual named TM ran into a nearby residence. Officer Jones would contact 
the individual he was in a disturbance with and take him into custody. Officer Jansson would 
pursue and take TM into custody. Officer Cruz would contact JK. JK would report TM 
stabbed him twice. JK had his arm wrapped in a towel that was soaked in blood. JK removed 
the towel from the arm and began to spray bright red arterial blood onto the ground. Officer 
Cruz asked for a tourniquet due to EMS not being on scene yet. Officer Ward arrived on 
scene shortly after and provide a CAT tourniquet he kept on his vest. Officer Cruz placed the 
tourniquet on the victim’s arm. Officer Cruz and Officer Ward were able to effectively stop 
the bleeding as EMS arrived on scene. JK received extensive damage to the ligaments in his 
arm and a severed artery.  
 

3. Gold Wreath of Honor: Officer Skyler J. Boatright #2340, Officer Christopher A. Mains
  #1965, Officer Kyle L. Perry #2432, Officer Christopher T. Ronen #2396  

Bronze Wreath of Merit: Sergeant Michael T. O’Brien #1541, Officer Kevin M. Dykstra 
#2196 
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In April of 2017, Officers Perry and Boatright were conducting surveillance on CJ, who they 
knew to have a KDOC warrant. The officers observed whom they believed was CJ get into a 
vehicle and leave the residence. The officers initiated a stop on the vehicle and a pursuit 
ensued. The pursuit went from the area of Pawnee and Glenn through the South Bureau and 
into Sedgwick County. During the pursuit, Officer Ronen, became involved and was the 
second vehicle in the chase. 
 
Sedgwick County Sheriff Deputy Joseph Slaughter became involved in the pursuit and took 
over the pursuit due to having the STAR Chase system in his patrol car. Deputy Slaughter 
attempted to deploy the STAR Chase device but was unsuccessful. While Deputy Slaughter 
was pursuing the vehicle, he was fired upon from the passenger side of the vehicle being 
pursued. 
 
The vehicle ultimately came to a stop in Sumner County. The above listed officers were now 
joined by Officer Christopher Mains and several other officers from different agencies. 
 
As the officers were setup for a felony car stop, the occupants of the vehicle exited. CJ had 
taken the other occupant of the vehicle, EC, as a hostage. He had his arm wrapped around her 
neck and was still armed with a handgun. CJ began moving into an open field with EC still as 
a hostage. CJ then began firing at officers again. Charles then moved away from EC and 
began running further into the field while still firing at officers. Officers from different 
agencies returned fire striking CJ.  
 
The officers had very little to no cover and approached EC and moved her to safety. They 
then moved closer to CJ and after rendering his weapon safe, Officer Boatright and Officer 
Dykstra who had shown up on scene after the shots had been fired, began performing CPR on 
CJ for over twenty minutes waiting for EMS to show up. CJ was pronounce deceased in the 
field.  
 
Sergeant Michael O’Brien was the supervisor monitoring the pursuit and the supervisor 
overseeing the shooting scene. Sgt. O’Brien immediately took charge and began directing 
incoming officers to preserve evidence and checking on all of the officers on the scene. 
 
An autopsy would later show that CJ was struck several time but the fatal shot came from his 
own handgun and the cause of death was ruled a suicide.  
 
The Sumer County Attorney would clear all of the officer and deputies involved in the 
shooting on February 8, 2018. 


